
ReVue Hydro Polishing
 Achieve Your Shine in Half the Time

 � Full line of hydro polishing liquids and diamond tooling to achieve a stunning high gloss polish finish

 � Significantly cuts labor costs and downtime with innovative formulas

 � Silica-based technology creates a beautiful finish with brilliant clarity

 � Reduces silica dust and helps aid compliance with OSHA regulations

 � Easy clean up and disposal with our cutting-edge slurry solidifying product

C R E A T I N G  A  C L E A N E R ,  S A F E R ,  H E A LT H I E R  W O R L D



ReVue Hydro Polishing Line
The ReVue Hydro Polishing Line incorporates innovative polishing liquids and a full line of diamond tooling, to create 

a beautiful polished floor in as few as three steps. Its nanochemistry helps create a lasting finish, while virtually 

eliminating dust and debris created through standard dry polishing processes.

ReVue System Finishes
With Tennant’s ReVue Polishing System you can achieve one of three types of finishes. The current condition of your 

concrete substrate will help determine the appropriate polishing process and type of finish that is right for you.

Cream Polish:

Attractive smooth uniform appearance 
with little to no exposed aggregate or fine 
cement particles.

Salt N’Pepper Polish:

Creates a beautiful exposed aggregate 
appearance, comparable to the look of 
natural stone.

Large Aggregate  
Exposure Polish:

Creates a granite look, by exposing coarse 
aggregate within the substrate. Similar 
aesthetics to that of terrazzo, at a fraction  
of the cost.



ReVue-HydroCut 
 � Concrete cutting product

 � Enables quick, efficient concrete removal on first step

 � Achieve immediate, concrete refinement

 � Helps reduce labor and overall project costs

ReVue Hydro Polishing Products

ReVue-HydroDense 
 � Concrete densifying product

 � Collodial silica chemistry allows for deep concrete penetration

 � Densification from within to form long-lasting results

 � Effectively closes microscopic concrete capillaries, helping create 

an abrasion resistant substrate that reduces concrete dusting

ReVue-HydroGard 
 � Concrete sealing product

 � Provides densifying characteristics

 � High gloss finish

 � Helps protect surface from scratching, scuffing and staining

ReVue-HydroRock 
 � A slurry solidifying product that allows for easy cleanup of 

slurry material produced during the wet polishing process

 � Fast-acting formula allows installers to maximize productivity

 � Excellent absorbency and retention properties results in safe,  

non-hazardous disposable material



ReVue-TSR  
Ten Segmented 

 � ReVue-TSR is a ten segmented diamond polishing tool that is used 

for heavy stock removal and medium to large aggregate exposure.

ReVue Hydro Polishing Tooling

ReVue-SP  
Sintered Press Metal Tool 

 � ReVue-SP is a sintered press metal, diamond polishing tool that is 

used for heavy work on rough floors. These tools are typically used 

for fast floor refinement and scratch recovery.

ReVue-HYB  
Hybrid Semi-Metal Tool

 � Revue-HYB is a hybrid semi-metal bonded tool with high diamond 

concentration to make quick work of tough jobs while producing 

consistent results. These tools are typically used for transitional 

refinement.

ReVue-PHN  
Phenolic Tool

 � ReVue-PHN is used during the dry polishing phase after all wet 

grinding and concrete removal phases are complete. These 

industrial grade tools use phenplic resin bonds to provide excellent 

clarity with minimal resin transfer to the concrete, resulting in 

impressively high DOI (Distinctness of Image) readings.

ReVue-DP  
Diamond Pad Tool

 � ReVue-DP is used for high speed burnishing and low speed 

maintenance. This fully impregnated diamond tool, has a dense 

structure to support long life span with consistent results.



SPECIFICATION
REVUE HYDRO POLISHING 

SYSTEM
WET POLISHING SYSTEM DRY POLISHING SYSTEM

Can Produce Finish Types: Cream Polish, 
Salt N'Pepper, Large Aggregate

Can Produce a Range of Gloss Finish 
From Low to High

Increased Abraison or Scratch 
Resistance 

Higher Wear Resistance Reduces 
Frequency of Re-polish

Low Volume Dust Production

Low Volume Slurry Production Not Applicable

Maximum Tooling Performance with  
no Glaze Over or Buildup (overheating 
of tooling)

Minimum resin transfer

Fast Scratch Recovery and Surface 
Refinement

Shortest Polishing Process for Quickest 
Return to Business

ReVueTM Hydro Polishing Reduces

A Cut Above The Competition

Time

Materials

Labor

Dusting

Process Comparison
ReVue | WET | DRY

Tennant Coatings offers an industry leading hybrid polishing system that draws from both traditional dry polishing and 
wet polishing processes. The ReVue Hydro Polishing System utilizes cutting edge polishing technology - a combination 
of specialized tooling and chemicals - for overall savings in time, labor and material.
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